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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we study the multichannel exposed terminal problem in multihop wireless networks. We propose a multichan-
nel medium access control (MAC) protocol, called multichannel MAC protocol with hopping reservation (MMAC-HR), to
resolve the multichannel exposed terminal problem. MMAC-HR uses two radio interfaces; one interface is fixed over the
control channel, and the other interface switches dynamically between data channels. The fixed interface supports broad-
cast information and reserves a data channel for any data transmission. The switchable interface, on other hand, is for data
exchanges and follows independent slow hopping without requiring clock synchronization. In addition, the proposed pro-
tocol is a distributed one. By using the ns-2 simulator, extensive simulations are performed to demonstrate that MMAC-HR
can enhance the network throughput and delay compared with existing multichannel MAC protocol. Copyright © 2011
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The capacity of wireless networks is limited because of
the interference experienced among nodes [1,2]. With the
increasing number of new inventions and applications,
wireless media have become more congested. Fortunately,
many existing technologies can be used to resolve the con-
gestion and improve the network performance, such as
exploiting multiple orthogonal channels. The IEEE stan-
dard defines three orthogonal channels in the 2.4-GHz band
and 12 channels in the 5-GHz band [3]. Only one com-
mon channel is assigned for ad hoc networks, and this
assignment does not utilize the other available channels.

There are several design considerations for multichannel
medium access control (MAC) protocol. First, a multichan-
nel MAC (MCMAC) protocol should support broadcast
because some applications use broadcast information such
as routing protocols. In single-channel ad hoc networks, all
nodes communicate with each other over the same chan-
nel (if omni antennas are employed), thereby supporting

†Parts of this paper have been presented at IEEE Globecom 2010.

broadcast information. In multichannel ad hoc networks,
nodes might exist over different channels; as a result,
some nodes might not receive broadcast information [4–6].
Not considering broadcast support for designing MCMAC
protocols may incur higher delay or network partition [7].

The busy receiver problem is a new issue that occurs
only in multichannel networks [8]. When nodes are syn-
chronized and know each other’s assigned channels, trans-
mitters cannot find their receivers on a channel where the
receivers are supposed to be because the receivers are
busy over other channels (either transmitting or receiving).
Thus, the busy receiver problem increases the dropping rate
of packets and wastes the channel bandwidth.

Moreover, a new problem has been identified as the con-
trol saturation problem, which occurs only in multichannel
networks by having one dedicated control channel (e.g.,
dynamic channel assignment (DCA) [9]) or one dedicated
control time duration (e.g., multichannel medium access
control (MMAC) [10]) to reserve data channels for trans-
missions [10,11]. The problem occurs when the number of
nodes and the network load increase, preventing the data
channels from being utilized efficiently; in other words, the
control channel becomes the bottleneck.

Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The single-channel hidden terminal problem is a well-
known problem that causes collisions. To eliminate this
problem, request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS)
handshaking is used; however, it does not completely elim-
inate the single-channel hidden terminal problem. In mul-
tichannel environments, the multichannel hidden terminal
problem is similar to the single-channel hidden termi-
nal problem [10]. When a transmitter has a packet for a
receiver and the receiver is on another channel, the trans-
mitter switches to the receiver’s channel. Before sending a
packet, the transmitter must detect the channel. The trans-
mitter assumes that the channel is idle because the trans-
mitter is within the transmission range (TR) of the receiver
but not within the carrier sensing range (CSR) of the node
that is currently transmitting to the receiver. Then, the
transmitter sends its packet to the receiver, and therefore, a
collision occurs at the receiver and thereby degrading the
network performance.

Finally, in single-channel networks, the single-channel
exposed terminal problem is a traditional issue, and there
is no existing solution to resolve it. This problem is not
as serious as the hidden terminal problem because the
exposed terminal problem does not cause collisions; the
single-channel exposed terminal problem leads to poor
channel utilization. In multichannel networks, there is
a new type of the exposed terminal problem known as
the multichannel exposed terminal problem due to poor
channel assignment, which has not been well studied.

In this paper, we focus on the multichannel exposed
terminal problem that leads to poor channel utilization
over multiple channels. We propose the multichannel
MAC protocol with hopping reservation (MMAC-HR) for
multihop networks to resolve the multichannel exposed
terminal problem. MMAC-HR does not require nodes to
monitor the control channel in order to determine whether
or not data channels are idle; instead, MMAC-HR employs
independent, slow channel hopping without exchanging
information, thereby reducing the overhead. In addition,
the proposed protocol uses the carrier sensing multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme over
all channels to determine the channels’ condition and avoid
collisions. Furthermore, MMAC-HR is distributed, does
not require clock synchronization, and supports broadcast
information.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews the related work. In Section 3, the multichan-
nel exposed terminal problem is discussed. We propose
a novel multichannel MAC protocol to resolve the multi-
channel exposed terminal problem in Section 4, and the
performance evaluation of the proposed MMAC-HR pro-
tocol is presented in Section 5. The conclusion is given in
Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

In the early days, the purpose of using multiple channels
was to eliminate the hidden terminal problem. In busy

tone multiple access (BTMA) [12], the shared channel is
divided into two subchannels; one channel is used as an
indicator channel, and the other channel is used for data
transmissions. The bandwidth for the indicator channel is
much shorter than the bandwidth for the data channel. If a
node needs to transmits a packet, the node checks the indic-
tor channel to detect whether or not the data channel is idle.
If the indicator channel is idle, the node transmits a busy
tone signal over the indicator channel and the data packet
over the data channel. BTMA uses only one data channel
and does not exploit multiple channels. Now, researchers
have proposed MAC protocols to exploit multiple channels
[9,13–23].

Some protocols require that nodes have to be equipped
with multiple wireless interfaces that are equal to the num-
ber of the channels such as [21,22]. In [21], the proto-
col divides the channel bandwidth into N nonoverlapping
channels, similar to the frequency division multiple access
scheme. The nodes are able to sense all channels at the
same time and transmit over one idle channel randomly.
Therefore, it is costly. In this paper, we only require nodes
to have two interfaces.

The DCA protocol is proposed for multihop networks
[9]. Two interfaces are installed on each node. One inter-
face is fixed on the control channel, and the other inter-
face switches between data channels. The control packets
are RTS, CTS and reservation (RES) that are transmit-
ted over the control channel; data and acknowledgment
(ACK) packets are transmitted over data channels. All
nodes maintain a channel usage list to determine the data
channels’ activities by overhearing the control channel;
thereby, channel assignment is accomplished. However,
this channel list causes the multichannel exposed termi-
nal problem as described in Section 3. DCA does not need
clock synchronization, so does our protocol. Although our
proposed protocol is similar to DCA, there are several key
differences between the two protocols. Our protocol (i)
uses CSMA/CA over all channels; (ii) does not require
nodes to monitor the control channel in order to determine
whether data channels are idle or not; (iii) resolves the
multichannel exposed terminal problem because MMAC-
HR does not use any channel list that causes poor channel
utilization; and (iv) utilizes data channels by independent
hopping.

Using multiple channels with transmission power con-
trol will increase the network capacity [20,24]. An exten-
sion of DCA is called the DCA with the power control
(DCA-PC) protocol [20]. Nodes transmit at the maxi-
mum power over the control channel and determine the
minimum power for each transmission on data channels.

Channel-hopping multiple access (CHMA) is proposed
to exploit the available channels [25]. This protocol is
based on common hopping, meaning that all nodes must
follow a common hopping sequence. The dwell time is
the time needed for a handshake (e.g., RTS), and dur-
ing the dwell time, no carrier sensing or code assignment
is needed. CHMA requires too many switchings between
frequencies. Hop-reservation multiple access for ad hoc
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networks [26] is similar to CHMA. Both protocols require
tight clock synchronization. Our proposed protocol does
not need any synchronization. Another issue that occurs in
these protocols is the busy receiver problem [8]. For exam-
ple, while node A is transmitting to node B on a specific
channel, node C transmits to node D on another channel.
Nodes A and B are unaware of the negotiation between
nodes C and D. Therefore, if node A has a packet for node
C, the busy receiver problem occurs because node A does
not know over which channel node C exists.

A new direction to use multiple channels is based
on splitting phases (similar to the time division multiple
access scheme), for example, the MMAC protocol [10].
The time is divided into beacons. The beacons consist of
two windows: ad hoc traffic messages (ATIM) and data. At
the beginning of the ATIM window, wireless nodes tune
their radios into the known channel. A pair of nodes selects
a channel by exchanging ATIM, ATIM-ACK and ATIM-
RES packets during the ATIM window. After the ATIM
window, the successful pairs switch their radios to their
agreed channels. Then source nodes start competing using
the IEEE 802.11 MAC standard. MMAC solves multichan-
nel hidden terminal problems by synchronization, which is
difficult to achieve in multihop networks.

A new technique to improve the network performance
is to use parallel rendezvous such as the slotted seeded
channel hopping (SSCH) [15] and McMAC [14] protocols,
which require only one radio interface. SSCH and McMAC
are based on the prime module and linear congruential gen-
erator, respectively. A sender needs to synchronize with a
receiver to transmit a packet so that the sender might devi-
ate from its default hopping sequence; as a result, the busy
receiver problem occurs [8]. In addition, they also require
clock synchronization.

A recent comparison between MCMAC protocols is
given in [8]. [17] and [4] provide certain multichannel
issues and present some existing MCMAC protocols.

3. MULTICHANNEL EXPOSED
TERMINAL PROBLEM

In this section, we study the multichannel exposed termi-
nal problem. We first describe the single-channel exposed
terminal problem, and this problem leads to poor channel
utilization because it defers transmissions of other nodes
that are within the CSR of the sending nodes, but they are
not within the CSR of the receiving nodes.

As shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), while node B is trans-
mitting to node A, node C wants to transmit a packet to
node D. Node C senses the channel, and it finds that the
channel is busy and thus must defer its transmission. There-
fore, node C is called an exposed terminal because node
C is not within the range of node A but within the CSR
of node B [27]. However, node E is clearly able to either
transmit or receive because node E is not within the CSR
of node B.

To describe the multichannel exposed terminal problem,
we introduce a simple MCMAC protocol, which is similar
to the DCA protocol [9] where the multichannel exposed
terminal problem has not been addressed. [28–30] are other
examples. Each node has two interfaces; one interface is
fixed over the control channel, and the second interface is
switchable between data channels. In addition, each node
maintains a local channel list updated by overhearing con-
trol packets over the dedicated control channel. The chan-
nel list indicates whether a data channel is busy or not, and
thus, the nodes select an idle data channel from the channel
list for their transmissions. In other words, channel assign-
ment is accomplished through the channel list. Another list
also used and known as a free channel list is generated from
the channel list and attached into RTS packets by transmit-
ters. The free channel list determines which channels are
idle, and therefore, the transmitters are able to use it for
transmission.

Nodes use RTS and CTS packets for channel negotia-
tions over the control channel and use CSMA/CA over all
channels before transmitting data packets to avoid colli-
sions. Notice that the DCA protocol does not use carrier
sensing over data channels; as a result, collisions occur.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate the multichannel exposed
terminal problem. There are five nodes: A, B, C, D, and
E. Node C is not within the TR of node B (i.e., node C
cannot decode any packet that is transmitted by node B),
and node E is within the TR of node D. Moreover, node
B has a packet for node A, and node C has a packet for
node D. Therefore, nodes B and C must compete over the
control channel. If node B transmits to node A an RTS
packet that includes node B’s free channel list, node C must
defer its transmission. Node C is not able to decode the
RTS packet. Therefore, node C is unaware of the channel
negation between nodes B and A because node C is not
within the TR of node B. After node A receives the RTS
packet correctly, node A selects a data channel that must
be idle not only for node A but also for node B. Then node
A replies to node B with a CTS packet, which includes
a selected data channel (e.g., Channel 3) and switches its
transceiver to Channel 3. Upon receiving the CTS packet
correctly, node B turns its switchable transceiver to the
selected data channel. Node B must sense Channel 3 for
a certain amount of time (e.g., the distributed interframe
space (DIFS) period) to avoid collisions. If Channel 3 is
idle, node B starts transmitting its data packet to node A
over Channel 3. After the short interframe space (SIFS)
period, node B transmits an ACK packet to node A over
the same channel if the packet is received correctly.

As soon as the control channel becomes idle for a period
of time (e.g., the DIFS period), node C transmits an RTS
packet that includes node C’s free channel list and indicates
Channel 3 as being free, to node D. When node D receives
the CTS packet successfully, node D selects an idle data
channel and replies to node C with a CTS packet, which
includes a selected channel (e.g., Channel 3). Both nodes C
and E receive the CTS packet because they are within the
TR of node D. Node E updates its channel list indicating
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ranges of different nodes.

Figure 1. An illustration of the exposed terminal problem in multichannel networks. RTS, request-to-send; CTS, clear-to-send; CSR,
carrier sensing range; TR, transmission range.

that Channel 3 is busy. Node C switches to Channel 3, and
then node C must sense Channel 3 before transmitting to
avoid collisions. However, Channel 3 is sensed as being
busy, and thus, node C cannot transmit because node C is
within the CSR of node B. Therefore, node C is an exposed
terminal. Recall that node E has already updated its chan-
nel list indicating that Channel 3 is being used. Inadver-
tently, node E is also an exposed terminal because node
E cannot use Channel 3 for any transmission resulting in
poor network performance. Nonetheless, node E can use
Channel 3 without causing collisions with nodes A and B.

In summary, node C is an exposed terminal in both
single-channel and multichannel networks. However, node
E is an exposed terminal only in multichannel networks
because it uses a channel list to indicate whether a channel
is busy or not. Node E is known as a multichannel exposed
terminal because it occurs only in multichannel networks.
Note that node E cannot cause any collision with nodes B
and A. Thus, the multichannel exposed terminal problem
is more severe than the single-channel exposed terminal
problem because the multichannel exposed terminal prob-
lem leads to poor channel utilization (due to poor channel
assignment) more than the single-channel exposed termi-
nal problem. In this paper, we propose a new protocol to
resolve the multichannel exposed terminal problem.

4. MULTICHANNEL MEDIUM
ACCESS CONTROL WITH HOPPING
RESERVATION

In this section, we propose the MMAC-HR to eliminate
the multichannel exposed terminal problem. Our approach
uses a dedicated control channel without any channel
assignment; however, channel hopping is employed to
maximize the utilization of multiple channels. In MMAC-
HR, because nodes do not know which data channel is idle,
they must sense data channels (using carrier sensing) to

determine the channels’ conditions and avoid collisions.
Our system model is as follows:

� The network has M channels. One channel is known
as a dedicated control channel, and the rest M � 1
channels are data channels. All channels have equal
bandwidths and are able to transport information.

� Each node has two interfaces. One interface is fixed
on the dedicated control channel, and the other inter-
face is switchable between data channels. The two
interfaces do not interfere with each other, and each
interface is a half-duplex transceiver.

� Nodes transmit at the maximum power, Pmax, over all
channels.

� Broadcast and control packets are transmitted over the
control channel.

The switchable interface hops between channels and
hopping is accomplished randomly between data channels
without exchanging information. The dwell time should be
large enough to allow multiple data transmissions. When
the dwell time expires and a node is idle, the node selects
the next data channel randomly. Then the node tunes its
switchable interface to the next selected channel. More-
over, we maintain two separated contention window (CW )
sizes, one for each interface (e.g., CW s is designated for
the switchable interface, and CW f is designated for the
fixed interface). Each node retains a new integer variable,
nrsv, to track the number of reservation nodes. If nrsv
is equal to zero, then a node is idle and able to transmit a
packet. Algorithms 1 and 2 present the pseudo codes of the
source and destination nodes.

The control packets used in our proposed protocol are
RTS and CTS packets. The RTS packets in our proposed
protocol are similar to the RTS packets in the IEEE 802.11
distributed coordination function (DCF) MAC protocol,
but the CTS packets have three additional fields: Chi (the
current channel i of a receiver), W t (the waiting time,

Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2011) © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Algorithm 1 Source node
1: nrsv: the number of reservation nodes
2: if the control channel is idle ^ nrsv D 0 then
3: backoff
4: else
5: Transmit an RTS packet on the control channel

following the 802.11 DCF MAC protocol
6: if a CTS (Chi ,W t ,Rt ) packet receives then
7: CW f  CWmin
8: WR W t � TCTS � St � �
9: t imer Rt

10: Start decrementing t imer
11: if the switching interface is not on Chi then
12: Switch to Chi
13: if WR > 0 then
14: Listen to Chi for WR before attempting
15: end if
16: end if
17: Transmit the packet over Chi following the

802.11 DCF MAC protocol without RTS/CTS
packets

18: if an ACK packet receives then
19: CW s  CWmin
20: Reset the number of retrials
21: else
22: Double the contention window CW s

23: Increase the number of retrials
24: if the number of retrials = the maximum of

trials then
25: CW s  CWmin
26: Drop the packet
27: Reset the number of retrials
28: else
29: Go back to Line 17
30: end if
31: end if
32: if t imer D 0 then
33: CW s  CWmin
34: Increase the number of retrials
35: if the number of retrials = the maximum of

trials then
36: CW s  CWmin
37: Drop the packet
38: Reset the number of retrials
39: else
40: Go back to Line 2
41: end if
42: end if
43: else
44: Double the contention window CW f

45: Increase the number of retrials
46: if the number of retrials = the maximum of trials

then
47: CW f  CWmin
48: Drop the packet
49: else
50: Go back to Line 2
51: end if
52: end if
53: end if
54: Continue hopping

Algorithm 2 Destination Node
1: Tmax: the maximum packet duration in the network
2: Chi : the current channel of the switchable interface
3: if an RTS packet receives correctly over the control

channel then
4: if Chi is not idle then
5: W t  Tmax
6: else
7: W t  0
8: end if
9: Attach Chi , W t , and Rt to a CTS packet

10: t imer Rt

11: Start decrementing t imer
12: Transmit the CTS (Chi , W t , Rt ) packet over the

control channel after the SIFS period
13: nrsv nrsvC 1

14: end if
15: Wait for the packet
16: if the packet receives correctly then
17: Transmit an ACK packet to the source node over

Chi
18: nrsv nrsv � 1

19: end if
20: if t imer D 0 ^ Channel Chi is idle then
21: nrsv 0

22: else
23: Go to Line 15
24: end if
25: Continue hopping

which is the time to hold for a transmitter before attempt-
ing), and Rt (the reservation time before releasing the
switchable interface). The W t field is the amount of time
indicating the channel condition of the current data chan-
nel, Chi , which is idle or busy. This field is computed just
before transmitting the CTS packet and is used to eliminate
the multichannel hidden terminal problem. The Rt field is
a committed time from the receiver to be on the current
channel, Chi , and can be adaptive.

In order to better understand how our protocol resolves
the multichannel exposed terminal problem, we use Fig-
ure 1(a) for illustration. Whenever node C has a packet for
node D, two conditions must be satisfied: (i) node C is not
busy, which means node C does not commit to receive, and
(ii) the control channel is idle for DIFS, following the IEEE
802.11 MAC standard. If the two conditions are satisfied,
node C transmits an RTS packet to node D over the control
channel as shown in Figure 2. If the RTS packet collides,
node C doubles the contention window size of the fixed
interface, CW f , and increases the number of retrials. If
the number of retrials reaches the retry limit, node C drops
the packet and resets the contention window size, CW f .
If the RTS packet is received correctly by node D, node
D replies with a CTS (Chi ,W t ,Rt ) packet to node C. If
the current channel, Chi , of node D is busy, W t is set to
be the maximum packet duration (Tmax) in the network.
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Figure 2. A successful transmission of multichannel medium access control protocol with hopping reservation (MMAC-HR).

However, if the current channel is idle, W t is set to be
zero. To avoid the multichannel exposed terminal problem,
node E can decode the CTS packet, but node E will sim-
ply ignore the CTS packet. If node C receives the CTS
packet successfully, node C checks whether its switchable
interface is over Chi or not. If yes, node C then starts com-
peting the data channel, similar to the IEEE 802.11 MAC
standard, because node C knows the channel condition of
the current channel. If no, node C switches to the channel
Chi . Node C first computesWR ifW t is not equal to zero:

WRDW t � TCTS � St � �

where St is the switching delay, � is the maximum prop-
agation delay, and TCTS is the transmission time of the
CTS packet. Then node C listens to Chi for W t . After
WR expires, node C starts competing the data channel,
Chi , following the IEEE 802.11 MAC standard. If the data
packet is received correctly by node D, node D replies with
an ACK packet over the same channel after SIFS. If a colli-
sion occurs, node C doubles the contention window size of
the switchable interface (CW s) and increases the number
of retrials. Node C retransmits the data packet over Chi . If
Rt expires, node C resets CW s , starts the procedure again,
and increases the number of retrials. If the number of retri-
als reaches the maximum number of retrials, node C drops
the packet. If Rt expires, node D first checks whether the
current channel is idle or busy; If the channel is busy, node
D waits until the current channel becomes idle and then
check whether the current transmission is for node D itself
or not. If it is idle, node D continues hopping.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our proposed protocol and com-
pare it with the DCA and IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC pro-
tocols. Recall that MMAC-HR and DCA use a dedicated
control channel, but MMAC-HR employs channel hopping
and DCA uses channel assignment through a channel list.
Two performance metrics are considered as follows:

(1) Average aggregate throughput. Ideally, when the
number of channels is M , the throughput should

be M -folder over a single channel. The M -folder
throughput can be achieved if each node has M
interfaces, which is unpractical. Our protocol has
only two interfaces per node, and the objective is
to maximize the utilization of all channels.

(2) Average packet delay. The packet delay is the dura-
tion of time for a packet to be received correctly by
its destination. The delay occurs because of queue-
ing, backoff, propagation, access, switching, and
transmission times. The MAC queueing size of each
node is 50 packets. We do not take into account
the dropped packets. This metric is important for
real-time applications.

5.1. Simulation model

For simulations, we have used the ns-2 simulator (ns-2.30)
[31] to evaluate the proposed protocol with the simulation
parameters in Table I. The two-ray path loss model is
adopted in the simulations. Transmitting at the maximum
power, the TR is 250 m, and the CSR is 550 m. The
constant bit rate traffic model is used for all flows.

Table I. Parameters used in the simulations.

Parameters Values

Carrier sense threshold 1:56 � 10�8 mW
Receiver sensitivity 3:65 � 10�7 mW
Maximum transmission power (Pmax) 281.8 mW
Transmission rate for data channels 2 Mbps
Transmission rate for the 1 Mbps
control channel
CWmin 32
CWmax 1024
Retry limit 7
DIFS 50 �s
SIFS 10 �s
Slot time 20 �s
Dwell time 100 ms
Maximum propagation delay (�) 1 �s
Switching delay time (St) 100 �s
Reservation time (Rt) 10 ms
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We assume that the switching delay time is 100 �s, and
the switching delay can be decreased to 40–80 �s for IEEE
802.11a cards [15]. The simulation results are the average
of 50 different scenarios, and each simulation scenario lasts
100 s.

5.2. Simulation topology

We consider three different network topologies: single-hop
network, small-scale multihop network, and large-scale
multihop network. For the single-hop and small-scale mul-
tihop networks, we use the network throughput as the net-
work metric. For the large-scale network, we consider both
the average aggregate throughput and packet delay to be
the performance metrics.

5.2.1. Single-hop network.

In this network, all nodes are within the TRs of each
other. Hence, the single-hop network is limited to a sin-
gle collision domain, and thus, the multichannel’s hidden
and exposed terminal problems do not occur. The rationale
behind simulating this network is to investigate the con-
trol saturation problem [10,30]. The number of nodes is
50, 100, and 200 nodes, and the number of flows is 25, 50,
and 100, respectively, because the flows are disjointed. In
other words, half the nodes are transmitters, and the others
are receivers. Joint flows are not studied in the single-hop
ad hoc network but are studied in the multihop network.
The payload size is 1024 bytes, and the numbers of chan-
nels are 3, 6, and 9.

5.2.2. Small-scale multihop network.

We have four nodes and only two flows. In addition,
the data rate of the flows is 1 Mbps, and the packet size
is 1024 bytes. Two scenarios are selected to demonstrate
the network throughput. As shown in Figure 3(a), the first
scenario is that node 1 has packets for node 2 and node 3
has packets for node 4. The second scenario is the same
as the first except that node 2 is transmitting to node 1, as
shown in Figure 3(b). The distance between nodes 1 and 2
is the same as the distance between nodes 3 and 4, which
is 200 m.

We compare DCA and MMAC-HR with the IEEE
802.11 DCF MAC protocol. The DCA and MMAC-HR
protocols have two channels, one of which is a dedi-
cated control channel and the other is a data channel; the
IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol has only a single channel. The
throughput of the 802.11 DCF MAC and MMAC-HR pro-
tocols is expected to be the same as the throughput of the
DCA protocol.

5.2.3. Large-scale multihop network.

We have 100 nodes placed randomly in a 500� 500 m2

flat area, and there are 45 flows in the network. A source
node randomly chooses its destination node, and a node

(a) Scenario 1: node 1 transmits to node 2 and node
3 transmits to node 4

(b) Scenario 2: node 2 transmits to node 1 and node
3 transmits to node 4.

Figure 3. Selected topology scenarios for the small-scale multi-
hop network.

may be a destination for multiple source nodes. The packet
size is 1024 bytes unless otherwise mentioned.

5.3. Simulation results

This subsection presents and discusses the simulation
results. We show the results of the single-hop networks and
the multihop networks.

5.3.1. Single-hop network.

Figure 4 shows the aggregate throughput of the single-
hop networks. “MMAC-HR-3” indicates that three chan-
nels are available for the MMAC-HR protocol, and
“DCA-6” indicates that six channels are available for the
DCA protocol. The throughput of the IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol using only a single channel is also shown in the
figures for comparison. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) present the
throughput for the DCA and MMAC-HR protocols, respec-
tively, with 50 nodes. When the data rate increases, the
throughput of all protocols increases. However, when the
number of channels increases, the throughput of DCA
decreases. This behavior is also observed in [10]. The
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Figure 4. The aggregate throughput of the single-hop networks for various numbers of nodes and network loads. The graphs on the
left side are the throughput of dynamic channel assignment (DCA), and the graphs on the right side are the throughput of multichannel

medium access control protocol with hopping reservation (MMAC-HR).

reason that the throughput of DCA decreases when the
number of channels increases is that all idle transmitters,
which have ready packets to send, must wait on the control
channel when all data channels are busy. As soon as any

data channel becomes idle, all the idle transmitters compete
over the control channel. Thus, the collision probability
increases over the control channel, and consequently, the
data channels are not unitized efficiently.
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Unlike DCA, the throughput of MMAC-HR increases
when the number of channels increases. In MMAC-HR,
whenever a transmitter has a packet, the transmitter sends
its RTS packet over the control channel to a receiver
regardless of all data channels being busy. Upon receiving
the RTS packet, the receiver responds with a CTS packet to
the transmitter. Then the transmitter waits for the receiver’s
data channel; thus, the congestion of the control channel is
avoided.

When the number of nodes increases, the aggregate
throughput of DCA decreases (as shown in Figure 4(c),
when the number of nodes is 100, and in Figure 4(e), when
the number of nodes is 200). However, in MMAC-HR, the
throughput increases as the number of nodes increases (as
illustrated in Figure 4(d), when the number of nodes is 100
and in Figure 4(f ), when the number of nodes is 200).

5.3.2. Multihop network: small scale.

Figure 5(a) illustrates the network throughput of the first
scenario with respect to the distance denoted as d between
nodes 2 and 3. As shown in the figure, the throughput of
the MMAC-HR and IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC protocols is
the same.

However, for DCA, when the distance between nodes 2
and 3 is between 5 and 250 m, nodes 2 and 3 update their
channel lists because they are within the TR of each other.
Consequently, the throughput of DCA is comparable with
the throughput of MMAC-HR and DCF. However, as the
distance d is more than 250 m up to a limited range (inter-
ference range), nodes 2 and 3 are unaware of the channel
negotiations of each other; as a result, collisions occur over
only the data channel within the interference range because
DCA does not employ carrier sensing over data channels.
Consequently, the throughput of DCA drops significantly
compared with MMAC-HR and IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC.
More than the interference range, the nodes do not inter-
fere with each other, and thus, the throughput of DCA is

the same as MMAC-HR and IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC and
reaches to the maximum (the sum of the two flows). Fig-
ure 5(b) shows the throughput of the second scenario, and
the observations from the second scenario are the same as
in the first scenario.

Therefore, a channel list does not have complete infor-
mation about the data channels. Moreover, if DCA employs
carrier sensing, then the multichannel exposed terminal
problem will occur in multichannel wireless network as
described in Section 3. Hence, our proposed protocol does
not use a channel list to determine if a data channel is idle;
instead, MMAC-HR employs both channel hopping and
carrier sensing to utilize the available channels.

5.3.3. Multihop network: large scale.

Figure 6 shows the throughput of the multihop net-
work with four channels. Admitting higher data-rate flows
will result in increasing the throughput of the protocols.
However, MMAC-HR outperforms the other protocols (the
packet size is 512 bytes in Figure 6(a) and 1024 bytes in
Figure 6(b)). The throughput degradation of DCA is the
result of the multichannel exposed terminal problem lead-
ing to poor channel assignment presented in Section 3. The
MMAC-HR protocol does not depend on channel assign-
ment but depends on channel hopping done randomly and
independently.

Figure 7 shows the average packet delay of all flows in
the network when the number of channels is 4. MMAC-
HR achieves less delay than the other protocols as shown
in Figure 7(a) and in Figure 7(b).

Figure 8 shows the network throughput for different
numbers of channels with 1 Mbps data rate for each
flow. When the number of channel increases, the network
throughput increases for MMAC-HR and DCA. However,
MMAC-HR has higher throughput than DCA because as
the number of channels increases, the number of nodes
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Figure 5. Aggregate throughput versus the distance d between node 2 and node 3 as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 6. Aggregate throughput versus different network loads when the number of channels is 4 in the multihop network.
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Figure 7. Average packet delay versus different network loads when the number of channels is 4 in the multihop network.

that compete a data channel decreases. Moreover, the DCA
protocol reaches its saturation point when the number of
channel is 5. The data channels are spatially reused through
channel assignment. As mentioned in Section 3, nodes
using DCA select data channels through their channel lists
resulting in poor channel selection. We can see the effect of
the multichannel exposed terminal problem on DCA when
the number of channel is more than 5.

In Figure 9, we examine the average packet delay of
all flows. As the number of channels increases, the aver-
age delay decreases for MMAC-HR and DCA. The DCA
protocol encounters higher delay than MMAC-HR because
DCA does not utilize data channels efficiently.

So far, the value of the reservation time (Rt ) has been
10 ms, and this value has been used in both the single-
hop and multihop networks. Figure 10 shows the aggregate
throughput of the multihop network and how different Rt

values can affect the MMAC-HR protocol. From the fig-
ure, “MMAC-HR-256,” “MMAC-HR-512,” and “MMAC-
HR-1024” indicate that the packet sizes are 256, 512, and
1024 bytes, respectively. As the Rt value increases, the
throughput of MMAC-HR increases and then the through-
put of MMAC-HR decreases, particularly when the packet
size is large. This pattern occurs because of two reasons.
First, a receiver may have a packet to transmit, but the
receiver cannot switch from its current channels because
the flows in the network are jointed. Second, if a data chan-
nel is busy, a transmitter holds its attempt for W t , which
is set to the maximum packet transmission time in the
network; consequently, the W t value wastes most of the
reservation time. In general, the best Rt value depends on
the network density and traffic, but it can adapt to obtain
the achievable throughput because receivers always send
CTS packets including the Rt value.
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Figure 8. Aggregate throughput versus different numbers of
channels in the multihop network.
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Figure 9. Average packet delay versus different numbers of
channels in the multihop network.
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network.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, we have proposed the MMAC-HR to resolve
the multichannel exposed terminal problem, which leads to
poor channel utilization. MMAC-HR uses carrier sensing
over all channels and does not use a channel list. Therefore,
nodes do not need to sense the control channel to determine
if any data channel is idle. In addition, the proposed pro-
tocol employs an independent and slow hopping strategy
to utilize the multiple channels without exchanging infor-
mation. Moreover, MMAC-HR is a distributed protocol
and does not require synchronization. By using ns-2, the
simulation results show that MMAC-HR achieves higher
throughput and lower delay than DCA.

For our future work, we will develop an intelligent chan-
nel selection for MMAC-HR so that the network load is
balanced over multiple channels, thereby enhancing the
network performance.
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